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CREATE A MAGICAL MUSICAL WORLD!

Here are a few easy ways to incorporate Pre-recorded
Music into the Classroom:

1. Musical Arrival/Departure   – Have music playing as students enter the classroom and 
exit for the day.  It is a great way to set an emotional mood and let students know what to 
expect.  Fun energetic music will suggest more of a “playtime” atmosphere.  Soothing music 
will suggest that students should expect a quieter day.  Certain types of Classical music could 
suggest a more formal structured agenda for the day.  
2. Musical Routine – Establish musical cues for the students; a piece of music that signals 
nap time, recess and the end of the day.  Volume cues can tell the students when to stop and 
listen for instruction or continue working on their own.
3. Musical Nap time/Quiet time – If music can soothe the savage breast it can also do 
wonders to help young students rest.
4. Musical Occasions/Holidays/Birthdays – Think of music as aural decoration.  Any-
time you decorate the classroom (Holidays, Birthday, Theme of the week) also decorate with 
appropriate music.
5. Musical P. E. – Dance Time!  Children require physical activity and also need orga-
nized activities to help them learn spatial awareness and body control.  
6. Musical Introductions to Concepts/Themes – Music gives life to a new concept or 
theme.  Choosing the right song to play as you are about to start a new unit will introduce 
vocabulary, ideas and provide a memorable framework to hang these ideas on.
7. Musical Memories and Community – Music triggers memories just like smells and 
sights.  Music also helps provide classmates with a shared identity.
8. Musical Clock – Songs as a Time Device  – The length of a song can help determine 
the length of an activity or the length of a turn.  “We can clean up our whole classroom in 
one song!” will mean more to young children than, “It will only take 5 minutes.”
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OLD SONGS, NEW TWIST

DEVELOP:  Introduce the dry erase boards that each have a letter written on them.  The dry erase boards can 
be displayed on a chalk board ledge or held by five students.   Have the students put the dry erase boards in the right 
order to spell “BINGO”.  Now perform the song again but erase a letter between each verse to represent a hand clap.

Now let’s do something fun with this song!  Let’s spell other words.  And this time let’s add a letter each verse in-
stead of taking one away.  We’ll also change the words a little bit.

There was a farmer had a CLOCK and he could also spell it.
Clap Clap Clap Clap Clap
Clap Clap Clap Clap Clap
Clap Clap Clap Clap Clap
Yes he knew how to spell it.

Ask students what they think is the first letter in Clock.  Add the letter C to the first dry erase board.

There was a farmer had a CLOCK and he could also spell it.
C Clap Clap Clap Clap
C Clap Clap Clap Clap
C Clap Clap Clap Clap
Yes he knew how to spell it.

Ask the students if they know the second letter. Add the letter L to the second dry erase board.

There was a farmer had a CLOCK and he could also spell it.
C L Clap Clap Clap
C L Clap Clap Clap
C L Clap Clap Clap
Yes he knew how to spell it.

One of our favorite games to play here at Old MacDonald’s Farm is Old Song, New Twist.   It’s a great way to work on 
creative thinking, storytelling, even spelling.

OBJECTIVE: Letter Recognition, Spelling, 
Vocabulary
MATERIALS: 5 Small (8.5”x11”) Dry Erase 
Boards, Dry Erase Markers

PREPARE:  Sing the traditional song “Bingo” with the 
hand claps.  Encourage the children to be specific with the 
hand clap portion of the song.

Bingo – A Spelling Song
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Continue until the word is complete and play again with any 5 letter word.  You can spell names of the students using 
this same method and a small lyrical adjustment (see below)

There was a farmer had a ____ and he could also spell it.
Yes he knew how to spell it.

There was a farmer had a friend and _____ is her name Oh

If the children can write their letters then they will have fun taking turns being the one to write the new letter on the 
dry erase board.  It is also fun to review the words by writing the letters on the boards and have the students solve the 
“puzzle” by getting them in the correct order.  Lots of variations are possible!  Perhaps claps are replaced with knee 
pats or rhythm instruments or foot stomps.  Bring your creativity to it!

Old Songs, New Twist
Bingo – A Spelling Song (Cont’d)

WRAP UP:  Review all the words and letters you used to spell the words.  Can anyone spell the words without 
seeing the letters?

MORE TO THINK ABOUT:  There are many other folk songs that can be tweaked just slightly to help you 
introduce a new theme or vocabulary, even parts of speech.  Here’s a couple of other examples to get you started:

SHE’LL BE COMIN’ AROUND THE MOUNTAIN
This one is great for introducing different jobs.
Let’s find out more about this mysterious “She”.  Start by asking questions to the students.
What is she was a police officer?
How is “she” getting here? 
What is “she” wearing?
What is “she” saying?
What will “she” do when “She” gets there?

After you come up with the answers put them into the song.  Your new version might look like this.
She’ll be driving in a car when she comes
She’ll be wearing a shiny badge when she comes
She’ll be saying “Obey the law”
While she’s keeping people safe
She’ll be driving in a car when she comes
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OLD MACDONALD
We all know Old Mac Donald Had a Farm.  But what if this entrepreneur also had a Park or a Stage or even a Band?  
What objects/people might he find at these places and what sounds would they make?

TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE MAD LIB
Many songs can be turned into fun “mad libs” which is the popular “parts of speech” fill in the blank game.

Twinkle Twinkle adjective noun
How I wonder what you are
Up above the noun so high
Like a noun in the place
Twinkle Twinkle adjective noun
How I wonder what you are

Old Songs, New Twist
More to Think About (Cont’d)

NOTES:
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DANCE TIME!

DEVELOP:  
EXERCISE ONE – “Doin’ the ‘Dance Card’ Dance”
1.) Explain that each picture on each dance card represents a movement.  A different way to keep the beat.  
Show a card.  Ask the students what they think the movement would be that matches the picture.  Practice the move 
with music.  Repeat for each of the different cards. (Note: even a picture that has been previously defined one way, 
could easily be defined differently by a different group of kids.)
2.) Turn the cards over.  Draw a card and do the move.  This will be the first move of our dance.  Display it on a 
chalkboard ledge.
3.) Draw another card, practice the move, display it in order with 1st card, Combine 2 moves with music.  Our 
dance is getting longer!
4.) Draw another card, display it in order with first 2 cards, Combine the 3 moves.
5.) Draw one more card, display it and combine the 4 moves.  Start the music over and see if you can do the 
dance by repeating the 4 moves over and over.  Can you do it twice as fast.  Can you do small movements?  Big 
Movements?  What would you call this dance?

EXERCISE TWO – “Make your own Dance Cards”
1.) Discuss/demonstrate simple movements – hop, raise hand, march.
2.) Ask for suggestions of other movements.
3.) Ask how they could be represented visually – pogo stick, egg break.
4.) Have everyone make their own dance card.
5.) Everyone demonstrate their cards visual and the movement.
6.) Collect cards and Shuffle.
7.) Repeat Exercise 1 with these new cards/moves added in.

There are many other ways to use the Dance Cards.  One of our favorites is to listen to the words of our favorite 
songs and see if we can get inspiration for movements that match the words.  Then we make those dance cards and 
teach the dance.  You can even keep your favorite dances by sketching the sequence of moves on a single piece of 
paper.  

Kids love to move!  We love to find ways that take children’s natural physical energy and shape it into something that 
can help them develop cooperative skills, self-expression, body control/coordination, creativity and even early math 

sequencing skills.

OBJECTIVE: Keeping a Steady Beat, Expressive 
Use of Body, Sequencing
MATERIALS: Dance Cards with different 
moves symbolized on each card, Blank Dance Cards, 
Moderate Tempo Music. Crayons or Markers

PREPARE:  While the students are seated on the floor, 
play the music and have them keep a steady beat.  Can you 
keep the beat by clapping?  Patting your knees? Tapping 
your toes?  Blinking your eyes?  How else could you keep 
the beat? 

DANCE CARDS
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BUILDING MUSICAL STORIES - CONDUCTING

DEVELOP: Sound Symphony
The teacher makes up or reads a simple short story.  Ask the students questions about the story. Where does our 
story take place?  What sounds does it need? Decide on 3-4 sounds.  Divide into groups, assign each group a sound 
and let each group practice their sound.

Now discuss how a conductor conducts an orchestra.  How does a conductor start and stop a group?  How does he 
make a group get louder and softer?  Practice as a group being conductors – start, stop, loud, soft.  
Practice performing as a sound symphony with the teacher as the conductor.
Choose a student conductor.  Remind them of what sounds each group makes.
Teacher tells story – Student conducts the sounds. Discuss the results – how can we improve our story?  More 
sounds?  Try again with a new conductor and new sounds.
Try underscoring the whole exercise with soft music.
Try recording your results and playing it back or burning to a CD.

OBJECTIVE: Recognize parts of a whole, Work-
ing as a team, Conducting.

MATERIALS: “Conductor’s Baton” (which 
could be as simple as a straw or pencil, especially if 
it’s “dressed up” with paint or a handle made from a 
cork or bead.)

PREPARE:  Gather the students on the floor.  Talk 
about how sounds can define a place or event.  If they heard 
horns honking and engines roaring where do they think they 
would be?  What if they heard waves crashing and seagulls?  
How about a crowd roaring and a marching band playing?

Ask the students what sounds define their classroom.  Write 
them down.  Talk about how environments are made of loud 
sounds and soft sounds.  Have everyone be very quiet – what 
soft sounds do you hear that help define our classroom?

MORE TO THINK ABOUT:  Children love conductor’s batons.  They are like powerful magic wands!  It’s fun 
for the whole class to conduct pre-recorded music, keeping a simple beat in the air and using small and large gestures 
to conduct loud and soft. 
 
It is also fun for kids to conduct the classroom!  Assign a student to the lights, the volume of the music, and other 
simple activities.  Then play a fun piece of music (We like “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice”, Night on Bald Mountain, Hall 
of the Mountain King or Raiders of the Lost Ark!)  First let the teacher conduct the classroom.  Let a student try – can 
they work in a controlled manner with the music?  
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BONUS ACTIVITY
Classroom Simon – Using hand bells or “Boomwhackers”
1.) Bring 3 volunteers to the front
2.) Give each a different pitched instrument
3.) Use the class to put them in order from the lowest to the highest
4.) Explain the rules.   A soft touch on the shoulder will make the student play.
5.) Teacher plays a pattern of two notes.  Asks for a volunteer who can play it.
6.) Teacher plays the same pattern but adds a note. 
7.) Ask for a volunteer to come play the pattern.
8.) Repeat steps 6 and 7 as long as you can play it correctly.
9.) Add more pitches instruments to increase difficulty.
10.) Eventually you can play actual songs, teach the children to read the colored music charts and have a hand 
bell choir!

What are “Boomwhackers?” Check them out at:
http://www.boomwhackers.com/

Remember:  
However you choose to incorporate music in your classroom and whatever your level of musical skill, our hope for 
you is that you will get out there and “Go Make Music” everyday!

Feel free to email us with your questions, feedback, or thoughts on this material or any aspect of our project. We want 
to be a resource for any person, young or old, who wants to feel the power of music in their life everyday. Use this 
material where ever and whenever you like, and feel free to use our DVDs and CDs in your classrooms as well. We’re 
here for you!

Thanks!

The Biscuit Brothers Team
eieio@biscuitbrothers.com


